
CTRL-A General Meeting 6, Fall 2010
October 18, 2010

Call To Order

The meeting was called to order by Mo in AL 105 at 6:05 pm.

Show 2 Recap

- One show was ‘good’, and the other was ‘ok’. People liked Yukikaze.
- Suggestion for improving Anime Taboo was to not specifically pair players up.

Cosplay Workshop/Panel

- Being held this week by Amy and Meng on Thursday, October 21st, 2010 in DWE
  1515 from 6-9 pm. The basics of cosplay, teaching how to make costumes for cosplay,
  and chatting about cosplay will be discussed.

Survival Tag

- Amy, Kyle, Mo and Jeremy attended a Survival Tag event organized by members of
  CON-G on Sunday, October 17th, 2010 and had a lot of fun. There are monsters,
  characters, and demons. Each player had a mission, such as killing Voldemort (a
  character from the Harry Potter novels for those who don’t know).

- Mo and Amy are interested in running a similar Survival Tag event this term for
  CTRL-A. 14 people will be needed at least for the game to run. It is normally played
  outside, but it could be fun to play it indoors at UW. If this is to be held indoors, we
  may need to get permission so others will not be bothered. It would most likely be held 
  on a Sunday.

- About 9 people at this meeting expressed interest. We can’t really play it at night,
  since it would be dark.

Emiko’s Mini-Con (EMC) 2011

- This may or may not happen.

CTRL-A Multi Sampler/Super Event

- Paul would like to run this small and simple event on campus. It would primarily be 
  for UW, but could also be open to the community. What this event could consist of are
  popular card and video games the club plays, and art could be sold as well. This event
  would be held for a couple of days over a weekend. Last time we were in WLU since
  we wanted to have vendors. We don’t need/want vendors this time for this event to
  happen at UW. However, it may be hard to book AL for two days in a row for the



  Anime showings. During the Spring term, there would be less competition for booking 
  rooms/spaces at UW, so this may be a better time to hold this event. Other clubs could 
  be invited as well, such as UW Gamers, Warhammer, etc.

Equipment Issues

- The HDMI cable is missing. Also, one of the 3.5 mm audio splitter cables only carries
  one channel. Furthermore, we need some AAA batteries for the speaker remote.

Approval of Previous Meetings’ Minutes

Fall 2010 General Meeting 5 Minutes: Tabled to next meeting.

Adjournment

The motion made to adjourn was approved at 6:40 pm.


